Ten week Orienteering
program for years F-6

Bridget Anderson (draft 22/01/2015)
2x60min lessons

Week One- What is orienteering?
Lesson one
Aim: During this lesson students will be introduced to the concepts of Orienteering through
the use of a PowerPoint presentation and a video. Students will learn the basic concepts of
orienteering through the use of mathematics.
Introduction: Begin this lesson with a presentation on Orienteering which explains the
basics of courses, maps, flags and competitions. This presentation should be basic and
visual.
Body: After the presentation, take students outside to a court or on the oval. While
students warm up place 20 controls with numbers 1-20 on them (with or without SI units)
randomly on the court. Gather the students and inform them that they have to find and
punch all the controls in the
order of 1-20. As none of the
controls are in order, it will be a
challenge for the students to find
all the controls in the right order.
As students do not use a map
they have to be very observant
and use memory skills. If using SI,
students can get a print out of
their time and try and beat it the
next time.
Conclusion: At the end of the lesson gather the students and ask them what they thought
was fun, what they learnt and what helped them improve their time.
Alternatives: For older grades ask students to find multiples, factors, prime or composite
numbers instead of just finding the numbers 1-20 in order or backwards.
Lesson two
Aim: During this lesson students will revisit what they learnt at the beginning of the week
and get a better understanding of the basic concepts and ideas of Orienteering.
Introduction: Ask students what they learnt in the first lesson and what they now know
about Orienteering. Take the students outside and while they warm up set up 20 controls in
random order on the court or oval. Place these controls further apart to increase the
challenge. Make sure each control has a number from 1-20 or another set of numbers
placed on the stand.
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Body: Gather the students and allow each student to race through the controls in order as
fast as they can. Once students have all gone through once have them go through the
numbers backwards. Ask students to form 4 groups. While you are doing this, move the
controls so some are in different positions. Once the groups are formed have the groups
gather at different corners of the court. Students will compete in a relay where one person
from the team has to find all the controls in order before they tag the next person. Once
each person in the team has completed the course, they sit down.
Conclusion: At the end of the lesson gather the students and ask them what they thought
was fun, what they learnt and what helped them improve their time.
Alternatives: For older grades ask
students to find multiples, factors,
prime or composite numbers
instead of just finding the numbers
1-20 in order. For the relay team
members waiting could be facing
away from the court so they don’t
see where the numbers are before
they start. As another alternative
you could use letters instead of
numbers.

Curriculum: Health and P.E, Geography and Mathematics.
Resources: Presentation display, 20 controls, 20 stands, SI units, SI Sticks, SI printer,
Numbers 1-20 (or any others you require).
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Week Two- Understanding the Map
Aim: During this week students will be introduced to the concepts of a map including
symbols, basic scale and orientation. By the end of this week students will have drawn their
own Orienteering map of their School.
Introduction: Begin this lesson with a presentation about the Orienteering map. Show an
example of a Street Map, a topographical map, an Orienteering map and an Aboriginal map
painting. Ask the students what each of these maps used? If they are unsure introduce them
to the concept of symbols representing items on the land. For older students, talk about
scale and orientation and how it helps people read maps.
Body: Give each student an A4 piece of paper and a clipboard and inform them that they
are to make a map of their school as detailed as they can while using symbols that represent
the land. Allow students two lessons to create their map as it will take time for the students
to draw and redraw their map as they walk around the school. Inform older students that
they can use pace counting to represent scale on their map. E.g. 10 steps = 2cm on the map.
Conclusion: At the end of the week have the students present their maps of the school and
describe the symbols they used.
Curriculum: Health and P.E, Geography, Visual Arts and Mathematics.
Resources: Presentation display, paper, clipboards, coloured pencils, rulers.
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Week Three- Using the map
Lesson one
Aim: During this lesson students will learn how to read a map from the map they created of
the school.
Introduction: Begin the lesson by showing students an Orienteering map with controls on it.
Inform students that the control represents a feature on the map that you have to find.
Body: Before the lesson, photocopy each of the student’s maps that they created in the
previous week. Inform the students that they are going to use this photocopy to draw their
own control circles. Once they have drawn 6 control circles on the map they can then
create their own controls using unique designs (these controls could be completed at
another time and laminated to last longer) Students can then find their controls sites using
their map and place the controls in what they believe is the correct feature.
Conclusion: At the end of the lesson gather the students and ask them if it was hard or easy
to find their feature. Do they think they need to adjust their map at all?
Lesson two
Aim: During this lesson students will work in partners to find control sites using their own
maps.
Introduction: At the beginning of this lesson allow students 15-20mins to walk around the
school to edit any changes they need on their map. Inform students that have to keep their
control sites in the same place and on the same feature.
Body: Gather the students and ask them to get into pairs. They are then going to swap
maps and walk around together trying to navigate to their partners control sites.
Conclusion: At the end of the lesson ask the students if they thought using their partners
map was hard. Why did they think it was so hard to use someone else’s map?
Curriculum: Health and P.E, Geography, Visual Arts and Mathematics.
Resources: Presentation display, photocopied maps, laminator, blue tack.
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Week Four- Finding the control
Lesson one
Aim: By the end of this week students will be able to understand the basic principle of using
an Orienteering map, orientating their map to a reference and finding the correct control.
Introduction: Take students down to netball court and allow them to warm up. Place 8
blank controls in the positions from the map on BLM 1. Give each student a photocopied
map from BLM 1 and inform them the top of the map is on either longer side of the court
(only pick one side of the court as the top of the map). Inform students that the controls on
the side of the court represent the controls on their map.
Body: Stand in the middle of the court and with a timer and tell students they have 5
second to get a certain colour on the court. The students need to orientate their map and
read the colours to run as fast as they can to the correct control. If a student doesn’t make it
to the right control in time they receive a letter until they get to SPUD.
In the second lesson use BLM 2 with 20 controls that have the numbers 1-20 on them.
Change the game from colours to numbers. This can be changed for older students to
include math questions where a control is an answer. E.G “I’m thinking of a number that is
the product of 3 and 4, GO!”
Conclusion: At the end of each lesson ask students what they believed was important to
know about using the map correctly. What helped the students know they were are the
right controls.
Curriculum: Health and P.E, Geography and Mathematics.
Resources: Maps from BLM 1 and 2, 20 control stands with flags, numbers from 1-20 to
place on controls.
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Week Five- Following a course part 1
Aim: By the end of this week the students will begin to understand how to follow a course
in the correct order with the help of a map.
Introduction: Begin the first lesson by showing students an Orienteering map with a course
on it. Ask the students what they think the numbers on the map mean. Ask them what they
think the numbers on the control description mean. Why do they need two sets of
numbers? Inform the students that a course needs to be followed in the correct order
otherwise the runner is disqualified.
Body: Take the students to the netball court and let the students warm up. While they are
warming up, set up the controls as per the all controls map in BLM 3. Make sure the correct
numbers from 31-42 are on the control flags. In pairs give each student a map from BLM 3
and inform them where the top of the map is. Send off each pair and allow them time to
navigate their way around the court map. As the students progress through the three
courses discuss with the students what helps them to get faster and how do they know they
are at the right control.
In lesson two set up the court with the same control pattern from BLM 3. Using the all
controls map let the students set their own courses that they can follow. They could set
courses for themself or for their friends. At the end of the lesson place the students into
teams of three and have a relay using the three courses from BLM 3. Each student in the
team has either course 1,2, or 3 and the winners are the one who complete the courses
first.
Conclusion: At the end of the week as the students what they learnt about using a map and
following a course. Ask them if it was challenging and why.
Curriculum: Health and P.E, and Geography.
Resources: Presentation display, photocopied maps, control stands, flags, SI units, SI
stands, numbers 31-42 for the stands.
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Week Six- Following a course part 2
Lesson one
Aim: By the end of this lesson students will be able to follow a course on a map that has no
features by using bearings.
Introduction: Take the students out to the oval and while the students are warming up, set
up controls as per BLM 4. Give each student map 1 and ask them what they see on the
ground and what they see on the map. Ask them what they might do to figure out they are
going to the correct control?
Body: Allow each student to go through course 1, 2 and 3. Using the SI timing they can race
against their classmates. Once each student has completed each course, place them into
teams of three and set up a relay just like in week 5. Each student has either course 1, 2 or 3
and runner one for each teams starts at the same time until all team members have
finished.
Conclusion: At the end of the lesson gather the students and ask them if it was hard to use
a map that had no features on it other than controls and a course? What did they have to
do to make sure they were running in the right direction?
Lesson two
Aim: During this lesson students will work in partners and by them self to find the best
routes on already existing Orienteering maps.
Introduction: At the beginning of the lesson show student’s different forms of Orienteering
maps with courses on them. Ask the students to show how they would get to each control
keeping in mind they can’t go through building of in deep water. For older students bring up
the website http://3drerun.worldofo.com/2d/runningwild.php . Using the IWB open a sprint
course and show them how they can draw their route on the computer and it gives a time.
Allow some of the students to demonstrate how to use this website on the IWB.
Body: Give the students in younger grades a copy of sprint map with a course on it (see
BLM 6). In pairs allow them time to draw a route on the map. When they finish this they try
to draw a course on the bush map by themself. Older students can go to the running wild
website and can try setting routes on the maps from the site.
Conclusion: At the end of the lesson have the students present their route choices and why
they decided to go that way. Ask them to compare the different routes people chose and
why they think it would be the best way to get there.
Curriculum: Health and P.E, Geography, and ICT.
Resources: Presentation display, photocopied maps, controls, SI Units, Flags, pens, pencils.
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Week Seven- Wombat Hunt
Aim: By the end of this week students will be able to follow a line on a basic map of the
school.
Introduction: Before this lesson you will need to find a basic satellite image of the school or
a fire escape map. Using this map draw a line that wiggles around the school making sure it
doesn’t go through any buildings or high fences. Place images of wombats in the school that
are somewhere on the line from the map. At beginning of the lesson show the students the
satellite image of the school that they will be using for the week. Ask the students if they
can find their classroom building, the library and the oval.
Body: Take the students outside to where the line course starts. Inform them that they are
going to follow a line on the map of the school. On this line somewhere are 6 images of a
wombat. The students need to follow this line carefully and mark on the map where they
think the wombats are. When they return they can then discuss in pairs where they think
the wombats were or if they missed any.
For lesson two, have the students draw their own line course on the map and design their
own images to go on their line course. They can then follow their line course and place their
images and swap their map with a partner. When the students have finished they can
discuss with their partner if they found all their images in the right spot.
Conclusion: At the end of the lesson ask the students if using a satellite map of the school
was hard or easy while following a line course. How did they know they were in the right
spot and what skills did
they learn from doing the
wombat hunt?
Curriculum: Health and
P.E, Geography, and Visual
Arts
Resources: Presentation
display, photocopied maps,
pens, clipboards.
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Week Eight- Obstacle course
Aim: By the end of this week students will be able to follow and set a course that includes
obstacles.
Introduction: Take students out to the netball court and while they are warming up place
the obstacles (use gym blocks, skipping ropes, hoops etc) in the correct place as per BLM 5.
Give each student a map of all the controls and give them one control with a number on it.
Inform the students that they have to find the correct place for their control and put it out
themself.
Body: Give each student a map with the first course from BLM 5 and set students off two at
a time to race around the course. Inform the students that they cannot cross any obstacles
and have to find the best route to run around them. Once students get a grasp of the first
course set the students off on the second course.
For the second lesson, give students in a group a blank map of the netball court (BLM 7) and
ask them in pairs to set a course that includes obstacles. Once students have created their
courses they can set up their controls for other students to do. This works well for schools
with 2 or more netball courts. If the school has only one netball court then they can use the
oval with a blank map.
Conclusion: At the end of the week ask the students what they learnt about course setting
and why do they need to learn how to find the best route choice in Orienteering.
Curriculum: Health and P.E, Geography and Visual Arts
Resources: Maps, blank maps, Controls, Flags, Stands, SI units.
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Week Nine- Using a Basic Map
Aim: At the end of this week students will be able to follow a course on a basic Orienteering
map of the school.
Introduction: Before the lesson you will need to create a basic hand drawn map of the
school oval and its surroundings. Draw a few (about 4) basic courses on your map and place
the controls out in the school. At the beginning of the lesson set the students on a wombat
hunt line course with a map as a warm up. When students return, inform them of they will
be completing four courses using a map of the oval.
Body: As the students go through the courses discuss with them what skills they are using
to find the controls. If students are struggling to orientate the map, send them off in
partners to gain confidence.
For the second lesson of the week, set up the controls with numbers or with spelling words
on them. Give the students the maps and inform them that they have to find as many
controls as possible that are factors of 2, factors of 30, words that have the long ‘i’ vowel
sound etc.
Conclusion: At the end of the lesson get the students to write down all the skills they have
learnt about orienteering and what they thought was the best activity.
Curriculum: Health and P.E, Geography, English and Mathematics.
Resources: Maps, Flags, Stands, SI units, numbers and words for stands.
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Week Ten- Excursion
During this week take the students to an area that has permanent courses set up. These can
be found from the state association Orienteering websites. Print off the maps before hand
and make a day of using a real Orienteering map with flags.

DYI Orienteering can be found at these websites
South Australia: http://www.sa.orienteering.asn.au/about/DIYOrienteering/
NSW: http://onsw.asn.au/about/permanent-courses
Vic: http://www.vicorienteering.asn.au/resources/courses/index.htm
Tasmania:
http://tasorienteering.asn.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=33&catid=
27
Queensland: https://oq.asn.au/permanent-courses
Western Australia: http://wa.orienteering.asn.au/get-involved/permanent-coursedownload
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